SEPTEMBER 25, 2015

Choice Christian Greetings.
The letter that we send to you each month is extremely
important. Let me explain.
First of all, we have to address the shortfall (if any)
as it regards the previous months’ share-a-thon. And
incidentally, the shortfall for this past month was
$592,000.
As we say time and again, the funds we receive in the
share-a-thon go entirely to pay for television airtime
all over the world. It pays for the cable systems,
DIRECTV, DISH, Verizon, and AT&T U-verse—all
of which reach staggering numbers of people. It also
pays for the satellites and stations all over the world.
But none of that includes the payroll (for over 300 people at the ministry), or equipment that we have to
purchase, and the maintenance of that equipment, plus the utilities, etc.
So we pray that you will respond according to this letter that these particular expenses can be met. And I
will quickly say this: you always have responded, and for that we are so very, very thankful.
I personally feel that because of the Message of the Cross which we present to the world, this is one of
the most important ministries on the face of the earth. I realize that’s quite a statement, but I believe it
to be true.
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And I thank God that you are a part of this ministry, actually an integral part.
As I think is obvious, we need your help. For each of you who can send a gift of $100 or more, I want
to give you a copy of our CD/DVD combo entitled Streets Of Galilee (Run Mary Run).
The songs are:
•
•
•
•
•

Streets of Galilee (Run Mary Run)—Brian Haney
In Good Hands—FWC Resurrection Singers
Just A Closer Walk—Jimmy Swaggart
It Is No Secret—Joseph Larson
I Lost It All to Find Everything—Martha Borg

You will love this combo, that I guarantee. Not only is the music excellent, but the Spirit of God moved
greatly in these songs, and I think it will prove to be the same type of blessing for you.
We need your help as I think is overly obvious, so I will pray that you would seek the face of the Lord
about what He would have you to do.
Thank you so much for hearing me out.
		

In the Master’s Service, yours,

		

Jimmy Swaggart

P.S. My word for you this month is from Psalm 37:3-7:
•
•
•
•

Trust in the Lord.
Delight yourself also in the Lord.
Commit your way to the Lord.
Rest in the Lord.
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